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Vocabulary: words in the story
1 injured  2 steep  3 scarf  4 branches  5 blind  6 repairing  7 removing  8 invalid
9 companion  10 figure  11 homesick  12 rolls  13 shutters  14 whistle  15 wheelchair

Writing: rewrite sentences
1 Uncle Alp lives alone.
2 You are Heidi’s only relative.
3 The mountain paths are dangerous.
4 Grandfather removed the snow with a shovel.
5 His boots and shoes were covered with snow.
6 The snow froze until it was as hard as iron.
7 ‘Bridget, what does the girl look like?’ asked Grannie.
8 Heidi often visited Grannie that winter.
9 Clara is an invalid.
10 Heidi felt homesick.

Grammar: syntax
1 Did a thief come into the house last night?
2 There was a figure on the stairs which was dressed in white clothes.
3 Every night, while she’s sleeping, she opens the front door.
4 There was a man with a small cart pulled by a horse.
5 Clara was sad that Heidi had returned to the mountains.
6 They saw a man walking up the mountain with a huge parcel on his back.
7 Her room had pictures on the walls and a warm stove.
8 Peter became jealous when Heidi spent all her time with Clara.